Year 2 Termly Overview 2017 – 2018
Term 2

Week

1

2

Spelli
Writing
ng
(incl
Focus Grammar)
Poetry (Acrostic
poem)
WALT Develop
pleasure in
reading,
motivation to
read, vocabulary
and
understanding by:
continuing to
build up a
repertoire of
poems learnt by
heart.
The Magic Bed
WALT Develop

pleasure in
reading,
motivation to
read,
vocabulary and
understanding
by: discussing
the sequence of
events in books
and how items
of information
are related

Maths

PE (x2)

Number

Games and
Gymnastics

WALT Use
addition and
subtraction facts
to 20 and derive
related facts up to
100

Number
WALT Recall
addition and
subtraction facts
to 20 fluently,
deriving related
facts to 100

Topic Lesson
1

Topic
Lesson 2

Topic
Lesson 3

Topic Lesson
4

Topic
Lesson 5

Topic
Lesson 6

Geography
WALT check my
understanding of the UK

Geography
WALT locate on a
map the four
countries of the
UK

e-Safety

Geography
WALT identify the four
capital cities and
surrounding seas of
the UK

Geography
WALT identify the
four capital cities
and surrounding
seas of the UK

Spanish

Geography
WALT explain the
difference between
human and physical
features

Geography
WALT explain the
difference
between human
and physical
features

Geography
WALT describe the
human and physical
features of one of
the UK’s capital
cities.

Geography
WALT describe the
human and physical
features of one of the
UK’s capital cities.

Geography/Exten
ded writing
WALT share our
understanding of
the UK

Spanish

Geography
WALT name and locate
the Worlds continents
and oceans

Geography
WALT name and
locate the Worlds
continents and
oceans

DT
WALT prepare a
typical dish from
the UK

DT
WALT prepare a
typical dish from the
UK

Spanish

Spanish

Number
The Magic Bed
WALT Consider

3

what they are
going to write
before
beginning

WALT Recall
multiplication
and division facts
for the 2, 5 and
10 multiplication
tables, including
recognising odd
and even

numbers

The Magic Bed

4

Make simple
additions,
revisions and
corrections to
their own
writing by:
evaluating their
writing with the
teacher and
other pupils

Number
WALT Recall
multiplication and
division facts for
the 2, 5 and 10
multiplication
tables, including
recognising odd
and even
numbers

Computing
WALT create human
networks

Computing
WALT create
human networks

Computing
WALT recognise
common uses of
technology beyond
school

Computing
WALT recognise
common uses of
technology beyond
school

Spanish

Spanish

DT
WALT prepare a typical
Spanish dish

DT
WALT prepare a
typical Spanish
dish

DT
WALT find out
where food comes
from.

DT
WALT Read and write
instructions for food
preparation.

Science
WALT work
scientifically

Science
WALT work
scientifically

Science
WALT work
scientifically

PSHE
Drugs and alcohol.

PSHE
Drugs and alcohol.

Spanish

Spanish

Measurement
Non-Fiction Texts
About Spain
WALT Develop

5

positive
attitudes
towards and
stamina for
writing by:
writing for
different
purposes
The Three Little
Javelinas
WALT Explain

6

and discuss
their
understanding
of books, poems
and other
material, both
those that they
listen to and
those that they
read for
themselves

WALT Choose
and use
appropriate
standard units
to estimate
and measure
length/height
in any
direction

Measurement
WALT Know the
number of
minutes in an
hour and the
number of hours
in a day

Science
WALT work scientifically

The Jolly
Christmas
Postman
WALT Develop

7

positive
attitudes
towards and
stamina for
writing by:
writing for
different
purposes

Statistics
WALT Interpret
data from simple
pictograms, tally
charts, block
diagrams and
simple tables

RE

RE

RE

RE

RE

RE

